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•• A Two Higgs Doublet ModelA Two Higgs Doublet Model

•• Constraints  Constraints  

•• THDM THDM ≈≈ SMSM

•• SelfSelf--couplingscouplings

•• SummarySummary

OutlineOutline
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““NormalNormal”” vacuum (CP conserving and non charge breaking) vacuum (CP conserving and non charge breaking) -- if  Y = 1if  Y = 1

8 + 2 parameters 8 + 2 parameters –– 2 are fixed by the minimum conditions and one by the W 2 are fixed by the minimum conditions and one by the W 

mass mass vv2 2 = v= v11
2 2 + v+ v22

22. The remaining 7 are. The remaining 7 are

"The" THDM potential"The" THDM potential"The" THDM potential

ZZ22 symmetry: symmetry: FF11 ÆÆ -- FF11 ; ; FF22 ÆÆ FF22, softly broken by the m, softly broken by the m1212 termterm
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We extend the Z2 symmetry to the fermions 

(4 models without FCNC at tree-level).

Yukawa LagrangianYukawa Yukawa LagrangianLagrangian
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Electroweak precision constraints (Electroweak precision constraints (all models) ) –– MMHH+ + ≈≈ MMAA; ; 
MMHH+ + ≈≈ MMHH sin(sin(ββ –– αα); ); MMHH+ + ≈≈ MMhh cos(cos(ββ –– αα) or equivalent) or equivalent

∑∑

∑∑ Direct boundsDirect bounds

Charged Higgs Charged Higgs –– LEP   79.3 LEP   79.3 GeVGeV

Other Higgs Other Higgs –– model dependent model dependent –– h can be very light (angle dependence)h can be very light (angle dependence)

SM like SM like –– LEP bound 114.4 LEP bound 114.4 GeVGeV

Best of Experimental Constraints IBest of Experimental Constraints IBest of Experimental Constraints I

Excludes low tan Excludes low tan bb in in all models. Light charged Higgs  . Light charged Higgs  
≈≈ 100 100 GeVGeV and tan and tan bb ≈≈ 1 are disfavoured1 are disfavoured

∑∑
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Models II and IIIModels II and III

Best of Experimental Constraints IIBest of Experimental Constraints IIBest of Experimental Constraints II

Excludes high tan Excludes high tan bb
just in just in model IImodel II

UTUTfitfit Collaboration  (arXiv:0908.3470)Collaboration  (arXiv:0908.3470)
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•• TreeTree--level level unitarityunitarity

Full set of Full set of perturbativeperturbative unitarityunitarity conditions conditions –– very restrictive very restrictive –– forces forces 

small values of tan small values of tan bb (or not) and masses below (or not) and masses below ≈≈ 1 1 TeVTeV..

•• Vacuum stabilityVacuum stability

Conditions for the potential to be bounded from below at treeConditions for the potential to be bounded from below at tree--level level ––

especially important for Mespecially important for M22 > 0 .> 0 .

•• Charge and CP breaking Charge and CP breaking –– for peace of mindfor peace of mind

In a In a ““NormalNormal”” minimum, the 2HDM is naturally protected against charge   minimum, the 2HDM is naturally protected against charge   

breaking and against CP breaking.breaking and against CP breaking.

Theoretical ConstraintsTheoretical ConstraintsTheoretical Constraints
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Theoretical ConstraintsTheoretical ConstraintsTheoretical Constraints
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Theoretical ConstraintsTheoretical ConstraintsTheoretical Constraints

Constraints come almost exclusively from Constraints come almost exclusively from perturbativeperturbative unitarityunitarity..
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• All Models – Avoid regions where (tanβ, MH+ ) < (1, 100 GeV)

– Avoid regions where mass spectrum is not compact

– Avoid regions with large tanβ (unless you have a good reason)

– For M2 > 0 ;  M2 ≤ 2 MH
2

SoSoSo

• Model II and III – Add

Terms and conditions apply
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THDM ≈ SMTHDM THDM ≈≈ SMSM
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A SM like HiggsA SM like HiggsA SM like Higgs

((gghVVhVV ))SM SM ≈≈ ((gghVVhVV ))THDM THDM 

((gghffhff ))SM SM ≈≈ ((gghffhff ))THDMTHDM

cos(cos(ββ –– αα) ) ≈≈ 00

sin(sin(ββ –– αα) ) ≈≈ 11

((gghhhhhh ))SM SM ≈≈ ((gghhhhhh ))THDM THDM 

((ggHhhHhh ))THDM THDM ≈≈ 00

Same couplings, same signatures,Same couplings, same signatures,

same results.same results.
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TreeTree--level contributionlevel contribution

OneOne--loop contributionloop contribution

LHC hh production (pp → hh)LHC LHC hhhh production production (pp (pp →→ hhhh))

One loop corrected One loop corrected hhhhhh vertex in the twovertex in the two--Higgs doublet model in the limit   Higgs doublet model in the limit   

sin(sin(ββ –– αα) = 1) = 1

Kanemura, Okada,

Senaha, Yuan 04
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Non-decoupling effectsNonNon--decoupling effectsdecoupling effects

Very hard if MVery hard if M22 > 0 > 0 

cos(cos(ββ –– αα) ) ≈≈ 00

sin(sin(ββ –– αα) ) ≈≈ 11

– Calculation: FeynArts, FormCalc

and LoopTools

– One-loop corrected hhh included

– Theoretical and experimental 

constraints included  
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Non-decoupling effects/

Non-THDM ≈ SM effects

NonNon--decoupling effects/decoupling effects/

NonNon--THDM THDM ≈≈ SM effectsSM effects cos(cos(ββ –– αα) ) ≈≈ 00

sin(sin(ββ –– αα) ) ≈≈ 11

Better if MBetter if M22 < 0 < 0 
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SM like contributions (same as before with gluon replaced by phoSM like contributions (same as before with gluon replaced by photon) ton) 

plus new and dominant scalar loop contributionsplus new and dominant scalar loop contributions

New set of diagrams New set of diagrams 
appear only because of appear only because of 

the charged Higgsthe charged Higgs

Photon Collider hh production (γγ → hh)Photon Photon ColliderCollider hhhh production production ((γγγγ →→ hhhh))

Contributing scalar couplingsContributing scalar couplings

∏∏ gghhhhhh, , ggHhhHhh

∏∏ ggHH++HH–– h (h)h (h), , ggHH++HH–– HH –– only in photon only in photon 

collidercollider
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Photon Collider hh production (γγ → hh)Photon Photon ColliderCollider hhhh production production ((γγγγ →→ hhhh))

Cornet and Cornet and HollikHollik

have looked for effects have looked for effects 

from from 

ggHH++HH–– hh, , ggHH++HH–– HH for for 

MM22 < 0 and M< 0 and M22 > 0 > 0 

AsakawaAsakawa et al et al 

have looked for effects have looked for effects 

from from ggHH++HH–– hh, , ggHH++HH–– HH

and one loop effects and one loop effects 

((hhhhhh))

for Mfor M22 > 0 > 0 
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Non-decoupling effectsNonNon--decoupling effectsdecoupling effects

Largest cross Largest cross 

sections are sections are 

obtained for obtained for 

MM22 < 0< 0 including including 

the onethe one--loop loop 

corrected corrected hhhhhh

vertexvertex
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Self-couplingsSelfSelf--couplingscouplings
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Reconstructing the Higgs potentialReconstructing the Higgs potentialReconstructing the Higgs potential

∑∑ LHC LHC -- Almost impossible to measure the triple Higgs coupling in the SAlmost impossible to measure the triple Higgs coupling in the SM for M for 

masses below 140 masses below 140 GeVGeV;;

Above 140 Above 140 GeVGeV searches are based on H decaying to VV .searches are based on H decaying to VV .

∑∑ Can we use the SM results to find/measure couplings/exclude a lCan we use the SM results to find/measure couplings/exclude a light THDMight THDM--

like Higgs (like Higgs (≈≈ 120 120 GeVGeV) at the LHC?) at the LHC?

∑∑ Parton level studies were performed for Parton level studies were performed for gggg →→ hhhh in the SM for the LHC by in the SM for the LHC by 

BaurBaur, , PlehnPlehn and Rainwater inand Rainwater in

…… and using rare decaysand using rare decays

most promisingmost promising
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Reconstructing the Higgs potentialReconstructing the Higgs potentialReconstructing the Higgs potential

∑∑ ForFor

Signal                       0.0106  Signal                       0.0106  fbfb

All backgrounds      0.0186  All backgrounds      0.0186  fbfb

To establish a nonTo establish a non--zero coupling at 95 % zero coupling at 95 % ≈≈ 600 600 fbfb––11 are neededare needed

∑∑ In some regions of the THDM the cross section is much larger. WIn some regions of the THDM the cross section is much larger. We can use the e can use the 

same analysis to find the regions of the THDM that can be probedsame analysis to find the regions of the THDM that can be probed with less with less 

luminosity. luminosity. We will use two of the We will use two of the BaurBaur, , PlehnPlehn and Rainwater analysisand Rainwater analysis

∑∑ A hopeless scenario in the SM A hopeless scenario in the SM 

Signal                       0.0066  Signal                       0.0066  fbfb

All backgrounds      0.056  All backgrounds      0.056  fbfb

MMhh = = 120 120 GeVGeV
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Reconstructing the Higgs potentialReconstructing the Higgs potentialReconstructing the Higgs potential

∑∑ The production process does not depend on The production process does not depend on MMHH+ + and onand on MMAA

–– only only 5 variables5 variables: M: MHH, , MMhh, tan, tanββ, sin, sinαα and Mand M ..

∑∑ The branching ratios for h The branching ratios for h →→ bb and h bb and h →→ ττττ are functions of are functions of MMhh, tan, tanββ, sin, sinαα..

∑∑ The branching ratio for h The branching ratio for h →→ γγγγ depends on depends on MMhh, tan, tanββ, sin, sinαα, M and , M and MMHH+ + ..

∑∑ The plots shown in the next slides are for the cross sections. The plots shown in the next slides are for the cross sections. The numbers still The numbers still 

have to be scaled by a factor that is Yukawa model dependent. Fohave to be scaled by a factor that is Yukawa model dependent. For the bbr the bbττττ final final 

statestate
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bbgg analysisbbgg analysis

Scan in all values of tanScan in all values of tanββ and sinand sinαα that passed the experimental and that passed the experimental and 

theoretical constraints theoretical constraints –– Models I to IV Models I to IV 

MH > 2 Mh

and

M2 < 0
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bbgg analysisbbgg analysis

Results are better for MResults are better for M22 < 0 than for M< 0 than for M22 > 0 > 0 –– cancellations in the Higgs cancellations in the Higgs 

selfself--couplings.couplings.

MH > 2 Mh

and

M2 < 0

Vs.

M2 > 0
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bbgg analysisbbgg analysis

Results depend strongly on sinResults depend strongly on sinαα and Mand M22 as tanas tanββ is very constrained. Cross is very constrained. Cross 

sections vary by several orders of magnitude just by changing sisections vary by several orders of magnitude just by changing sinnαα ..

MH > 2 Mh

and

M2 = 0
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bbgg analysisbbgg analysis

Below the threshold  MH < 2 Mh, the cross sections are smaller – the 

enhancement comes only from the couplings.

MH < 2 Mh

and

M2 < 0
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bbττ analysisbbττ analysis

Comparison between the two analysis for MH < 2 Mh, and M2 < 0.

MH < 2 Mh

and

M2 < 0
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Measuring any coupling?Measuring any coupling?

Is the diagram with the Is the diagram with the 

HhhHhh coupling always the coupling always the 

dominant above threshold?dominant above threshold?

No!No!
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…and the reason is…and the reason is

How the couplings behave with sin How the couplings behave with sin αα
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DecaysDecays

As tan b grows the bb final state becomes dominant for all sin a values 

in Model II and tt dominates in Model III (plots do not change much) .
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DecaysDecays

For large tan b, the decay to leptons becomes dominant in Model IV.
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Decays (bbττ analysis)Decays (bbττ analysis)

For Model I and for this analysis the factor is 1.For Model I and for this analysis the factor is 1.

tantanββ = 1= 1
tantanββ = 3= 3

For sinFor sinαα = = –– 0 .950 .95

III III –– 0.020.02

IV IV –– 1.301.30
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Decays (bbγγ analysis)Decays (bbγγ analysis)

tantanββ = 1= 1 tantanββ = 2= 2
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Best of parameter regions probedBest of parameter regions probed

tantanββ = 1= 1

The red region can all be probed in Model IThe red region can all be probed in Model I

We need more luminosity We need more luminosity 

to probe the regions of low to probe the regions of low 

sin sin αα in Model IV. But in Model IV. But 

contrary to models II and contrary to models II and 

III, the two analysis III, the two analysis 

presented are enough to presented are enough to 

probe the region shown in probe the region shown in 

the plot.the plot.
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Summary I

∑∑ LHC LHC –– no one loop no one loop hhhhhh correction correction –– No!No!

–– with one loop with one loop hhhhhh correction correction 

∑∑ Can we distinguish the SM from the THDM when Can we distinguish the SM from the THDM when cos(cos(ββ –– αα) ) ≈≈ 0 0 

and and ((gghVVhVV ))SM SM ≈≈ ((gghVVhVV ))THDM THDM ; (; (gghffhff ))SM SM ≈≈ ((gghffhff ))THDM THDM ;(;(gghhhhhh ))SM SM ≈≈ ((gghhhhhh ))THDM THDM 

and (and (ggHhhHhh ))THDM THDM ≈≈ 00 ??

∑∑ Model Model –– CPCP--conserving THDM with 8 parameters in its four Yukawa versions.conserving THDM with 8 parameters in its four Yukawa versions.

HarderHarder

∑∑ Constraints Constraints –– parameter space is constrained by all relevant theoretical and parameter space is constrained by all relevant theoretical and 

experimental constraints.experimental constraints.

M2 > 0 M2 < 0

EasierEasier

∑∑ Photon Photon collidercollider –– no one loop no one loop hhhhhh correction correction –– non DE can come from charged non DE can come from charged 

Higgs couplings Higgs couplings 

–– with one loop with one loop hhhhhh correction correction –– more non DEmore non DE

∑∑ Photon Photon collidercollider??
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∑∑ The combined dependence in sinThe combined dependence in sinαα, M and tan, M and tanββ is very unorthodox. is very unorthodox. 

∑∑ In the most general case, the best scenarios are the ones with lIn the most general case, the best scenarios are the ones with large Marge M22

(preferably < 0).(preferably < 0).

∑∑ Can we measure any triple couplings? Yes Can we measure any triple couplings? Yes –– in some scenarios.in some scenarios.

∑∑ Some regions could be probed with just a few Some regions could be probed with just a few fbfb–– 11

Summary II

∑∑ Can we kill the model? Not easy. But for some Yukawa versions Can we kill the model? Not easy. But for some Yukawa versions -- like Model I like Model I ––

we can probably exclude a very large portion by including other we can probably exclude a very large portion by including other production production 

channels and other decay modes in the gluon fusion process.channels and other decay modes in the gluon fusion process.
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Thank you!Thank you!
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Am I showing these slides?Am I showing these slides?
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